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ABSTRACT
Smoke from human-induced fires such as prescribed fires can occasionally cause significant reduction in visibility on highways in the southern United States. Visibility reduction to less than 3 m has been termed “superfog” and environmental conditions that lead to its formation have been proposed previously. Accurate characterization and prediction of precursor conditions for superfog is needed to prevent dangerous low visibility situations when planning prescribed fires. It is hypothesized that extremely hygroscopic cloud condensation nuclei from the smoldering phase of a fire can produce a large number of droplets smaller in size than in naturally occurring fog. This large number of small droplets can produce superfog conditions with relatively low liquid water content. A thermodynamics-based model for fog formation was developed. Laboratory generated superfog measured by a Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer determined that mean droplet radius was 1.5 μm and the size distribution could be modeled with a lognormal distribution. Experiments in an environmentally-conditioned wind tunnel using longleaf pine (Pinus palustris Mill.) needle fuel beds provided visibility, heat flux, temperature, humidity, and particle data for model validation. Numerical modeling was used to approximate the growth of a superfog boundary-layer with liquid water content values of 2 g m⁻³ or greater. The model successfully predicted previous superfog events.

1. Introduction

Prescribed fires are a common tool used by wildland managers to reduce hazardous fuel accumulations, enhance wildlife habitat, and stimulate plant regeneration [1]. In 2014, an estimated 11.7 million acres were treated with prescribed fire in the United States; 6.19 million acres were treated for forestry activities in the southern U.S. alone [2]. Smoke management for prescribed burning has long been a concern because of the potential impacts on air quality and visibility [3]. In rare cases a combination of smoke and fog has crossed over major roadways leading to visibility less than 3 m, a condition known as superfog [4–7], resulting in traffic accidents. In January 9, 2008, on the I-4 in Polk County Florida, a superfog event resulting from a nearby prescribed fire caused a 70 car pileup which resulted in 5 fatalities and 38 injuries. In 2011 wildfires caused low visibility events resulting in numerous highway closures over a 3 month period at the Great Dismal Swamp National Wildlife Refuge. There were isolated vehicular accidents caused by low visibility despite the best efforts of highway management. In December 2011 marsh wildfire smoke caused superfog conditions leading to a major car pileup on the I-10 in New Orleans, LA. The accident caused 2 deaths and 61 injuries. In January 2012 a superfog event formed from a nearby wildfire on the I-75 near Gainesville, FL. The pileup included 7 semi-trucks and 12 cars. This event claimed 10 lives and left 21 injured.

Superfog is hypothesized to form during the smoldering phase of a wildland fire in the night hours [8]. The smoldering phase releases water vapor and particulates that act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) [8–11]. Mixing between the cool ambient air, hot water vapor, and CCN leads to vapor condensation into droplets. The presence of numerous droplets in air causes extreme light scattering, thereby reducing visibility. Visibility is strongly dependent on the size distribution of particles and number concentration of droplets.

This study aims to provide the first order understanding of superfog formation through combination of boundary layer development,
environmental conditions and smoke. In this paper, we present the development of a coupled thermodynamics and physics-based model of superfog formation and the supporting laboratory experiments used to parameterize and evaluate the model. The theoretical background is presented in Section 2 followed by a description of experimental setups in Section 3. Comparison of the experimental data with the theoretical model is presented in Section 4, and the primary findings of this work are summarized in Section 5.

2. Theoretical background

A major factor in cloud, fog, and superfog formation is the amount of available liquid water. There are several mechanisms that lead to fog formation: 1) radiation fog, 2) advection fog, 3) upslope fog, 4) ice fog, 5) freezing fog, and 6) steam fog. The superfog phenomenon is most akin to steam fog. In a steam fog, cold air masses flow over a water body leading to condensation of water vapor. In case of superfog, the water body is replaced by smoldering fuel bed which contributes heated water vapor by combustion and pyrolysis reactions, evaporation of water from wet wildland fuels, and vaporization of soil moisture. This released moisture interacts subsequently with the ambient atmospheric moisture. Maximum water vapor in the air is exponentially related to temperature based on the Clausius-Clayperon relation [18]. If there is excess water over the saturation water vapor pressure, liquid water condenses into micro size aerosols. The liquid water content depends strongly on the final temperature and saturation vapor pressure of the mixture.

2.1. Thermodynamic model

A mass balance based on thermodynamic equilibrium of water vapor resulting from perfect mixing of a warm, humid air mass with a cool, dry air mass yields:

\[ w_1 = \frac{m_w w_1 + m_w w_2}{m_1 + m_2} = \frac{m_w w_i + m_a w_d}{m_i + m_a} \tag{1} \]

where \( w_i \) is the mixing ratio (i.e. the mass of water vapor per unit of dry air mass) (g kg\(^{-1}\)) and \( m_i \) is the mass of air (\( i = 1 \) – warm and humid, 2 – cool and dry, 3 – mixture of 1 and 2). Indices \( s \) and \( a \) correspond to vapor released by smoldering and ambient vapor, respectively. An initial estimate of temperature is made through a weighted average.

\[ T_i = \frac{m_1 T_1 + m_2 T_2}{m_1 + m_2} = \frac{m_i T_i + m_a T_a}{m_i + m_a} \tag{2} \]

where \( T_i \) is the temperature at state 1, 2 or 3. Applied to fog formation in the presence of smoke, state 1 represents smoke plume conditions (\( T_w, m_w \)) and state 2 denotes ambient conditions (\( T_a, m_a \)). The final temperature, \( T_f \), is obtained via energy balance as

\[ T_f = T_i + \Delta T \tag{3} \]

where \( \Delta T \) is temperature change due to latent heat of condensation calculated as:

\[ \Delta T = (w_i - w_{sat}) \frac{h_{fg}}{C_p} \tag{4} \]

where \( w_{sat} \) is the saturation mixing ratio, \( h_{fg} \) is the latent heat of condensation for water vapor, and \( C_p \) is the specific heat capacity of water. Eq. (4) is cast in a form suitable for iterative solution as:

\[ f(T_f) = T_f - T_i - (w_i - w_{sat}) \frac{h_{fg}}{C_p} = 0 \tag{5} \]

Noting that the saturation mixing ratio is a function of temperature, but the latent energy and heat capacity do not depend on temperature, the derivative function is obtained as follow:

\[ f'(T_f) = 1 + \frac{h_{fg} d}{C_p} (w_{sat}) \tag{6} \]

Lowe’s [19] polynomial function is adopted to calculate the vapor pressure of water as a function of temperature:

\[ p_{sat}(T) = a_0 + a_1 T + a_2 T^2 + a_3 T^3 + a_4 T^4 + a_5 T^5 + a_6 T^6 \tag{7} \]

Here \( p_{sat} \) is the saturation vapor pressure in millibars, \( T \) is the temperature in degree Celsius, and \( a_0 - a_6 \) are experimentally determined fit coefficients available in Lowe’s [19].

The saturation vapor pressure is linked to the saturation mixing ratio as follow:

\[ w_{sat} = \frac{0.622 \times p_{sat}}{1013.25 - p_{sat}} \tag{8} \]

The Newton Raphson iterative method is used to solve for the final temperature.

\[ T_{f+1} = T_f - \frac{f(T_f)}{f'(T_f)} \tag{9} \]

The excess liquid mixing ratio, \( w_i \), is expressed as:

\[ w_i = w_i - w_{sat}(T_f) \tag{10} \]

Excess liquid mixing ratio can be related to the liquid water content through

\[ C_{H_2O} = w_i \rho_a \tag{11} \]

where \( \rho_a \) is the density of ambient air.

2.2. Relationship of liquid water content (C_{H_2O}) and visibility

Although eq. (11) provides the predicted liquid water content based on the thermodynamic equilibrium model, it cannot be related directly to the resulting visibility. Liquid water content and extinction coefficient are coupled by the distribution and size of droplets of water in the produced fog. Liquid water content can be calculated as [20].

\[ C_{H_2O} = \int_{r_1}^{r_2} \frac{4\pi r^2}{3} \rho_i n(r) dr \tag{12} \]

where \( r \) is the radius of droplet, \( n \) and \( r_2 \) are the lower and upper droplet size limits, \( n(r) \) is the probability density function for the droplet size distribution, and \( \rho_i \) is the density of water. The extinction coefficient \( \beta [14,21] \) is calculated as

\[ \beta = \int_{r_1}^{r_2} \pi Q_6(r, \lambda) n(r) r^2 dr \tag{13} \]

where \( Q_6 \) is the extinction efficiency calculated via Mie theory and is a strong function of droplet radius and the wavelength of light, \( \lambda \). In Fig. 1 a plot of the extinction efficiency is presented for four wave-lengths. We see that droplets with radii less than 1 \( \mu \)m can have extinction efficiencies near 4. For droplets with radii larger than 2 \( \mu \)m, the extinction efficiency oscillates around a value of 2.

Finally, visibility is related to the extinction coefficient as [22].

\[ V = -\frac{\ln(v)}{\beta} \tag{14} \]

where \( v \) is the contrast limit commonly accepted as 0.02. Both liquid water content and visibility are strongly dependent on the size distribution and number concentrations of the droplets formed. We modelled the probability density distribution of aerosol droplet size in the atmosphere with the lognormal distribution [23-26].
denote the eddy diffusion term as reasonable (\(\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^n\)).

where \(\phi_{ij}^n\) is a relevant transported property in 2D space, \(x\) is the streamwise coordinate, \(z\) is the vertical distance from the ground, \(u(x,z)\) is the horizontal velocity of the air mass within the boundary-layer, \(t\) is time, \(K_T\) and \(S_q\) denote the eddy diffusivity and possible source term for property \(\phi\). For eddy diffusities of heat, vapor and liquid content, \(K_T\), \(K_u\) and \(K_{CH_2O}\), respectively, the following expressions have been used [28]:

\[
K_T = \frac{0.35 u_c z}{0.74} \frac{z}{L} \tag{17}
\]

\[
K_u = K_{CH_2O} = \frac{0.35 u_c z}{1 + 4.7 \frac{z}{L}} \tag{18}
\]

Here \(u_c\) is the friction velocity, \(z\) is the vertical coordinate, and \(L\) is the Obukhov length. The crosswise and vertical components of velocity were neglected compared to streamwise component of velocity. A logarithmic wind profile is used for streamwise velocity as [29,30]:

\[
\frac{u(z) = \frac{u_c}{k} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_0} \right) + 4.7 \frac{z}{L} \right]}{\text{19}}
\]

Thus there is no need for a differential equation to compute \(u\). In eq. (19), a roughness length of \(z_0 = 0.01m\) was used to represent areas with low vegetation (e.g. grass and surface fuels under the forest canopy) [31,32]. The quantity \(z_0\) is the Von Karman constant. Transport equations for temperature \(T\), water vapor concentration \(v\), and liquid water content \(C_{H_2O}\), are obtained by inserting \(T, v\), and \(C_{H_2O}\) for \(\phi\) in eq. (16).

The source (sink) term, \(S_q\), in the case of the transported quantity \(C_{H_2O}(v)\) is produced (consumed) through thermodynamic relations described via eqs. (1)–(11) applied to every grid point, thereby coupling the equilibrium thermodynamics model with the physics-based boundary layer equations. Other transported quantities do not have a source term. The necessary inputs for this model are: vapor flux and heat flux, surface temperature, relative humidity, friction velocity, Obukhov length, and roughness length.

The advection-diffusion equations are solved using an implicit finite difference method [33] expressed in terms of a generic transport variable as follows:

\[
\frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^n}{\Delta t} + u_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta x} + v_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta y} = \alpha_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \beta_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \gamma_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \delta_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z}
\]

where the subscripts \(i\) indicates the horizontal position of a grid point, subscript \(j\) indicates the vertical position of a grid point, superscript \(n\) indicates an iterative count.

The finite difference equation was further simplified:

\[
\frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^n}{\Delta t} + u_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta x} + v_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta y} = \alpha_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \beta_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \gamma_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z} + \delta_{ij} \frac{\phi_{ij}^{n+1} - \phi_{ij}^{n-1}}{\Delta z}
\]

where the quantities \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are defined as:

\[
\beta = \frac{u_{ij} \Delta t}{\Delta z} \tag{22}
\]

\[
\alpha_{ij}^{+} = \frac{2 k_{ij}^{z+} \Delta t}{(z_{i+1} - z_{i-1})(z_{i+1} - z_{i-1})} \tag{23}
\]

\[
\alpha_{ij}^{-} = \frac{2 k_{ij}^{z-} \Delta t}{(z_{i+1} - z_{i-1})(z_{i+1} - z_{i-1})} \tag{24}
\]

The simplified equations are solved using a tri-diagonal matrix solver. These equations were subject to the following boundary conditions for temperature, water vapor concentration, and liquid water content:

1. The first boundary condition is a zero flux for all three computed quantities, \(T, v\) and \(C_{H_2O}\), at the top of the boundary-layer where the inversion layer prevents further transport in the vertical direction.

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}(x, \delta) = 0, \quad \frac{\partial v}{\partial z}(x, \delta) = 0, \quad \frac{\partial C_{H_2O}}{\partial z}(x, \delta) = 0
\]

2. The second boundary condition is a constant flux of heat and vapor at the surface where smoldering fuels contribute. We assume that the heat and vapor flux is evenly distributed throughout the downwind distance at the surface of the model. In the case of \(C_{H_2O}\), a zero-flux condition is imposed.

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial z}(x, 0) = \frac{q}{K_T}, \quad \frac{\partial v}{\partial z}(x, 0) = \frac{v}{K_u}, \quad \frac{\partial C_{H_2O}}{\partial z}(x, 0) = 0
\]
Heat flux for the bottom boundary condition was approximated by calculating the temperature gradient from the measured temperatures. The water vapor produced from a smoldering fuel bed was approximated using stoichiometry.

The following boundary conditions are employed in the streamwise direction:

\[ T(0, z) = T_{ambient}, \quad v(0, z) = 0, \quad C_{H_2O}(0, z) = C_{H_2O, ambient} \quad (27) \]

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of a computational domain for 2D boundary layer model including boundary conditions and source terms.

2.4. Water vapor flux approximation

Assuming that wildland fuels can be described chemically as C_6H_9O_4 \[ [34] \], the balanced complete combustion equation and thus maximum water vapor production:

\[ 4C_6H_9O_4 + 25O_2 + [0.322 fmc \times H_2O + 94N_2] \rightarrow 18H_2O + 24CO_2 + [0.322 fmc \times H_2O + 94N_2] \quad (28) \]

where \( fmc \) is the fuel moisture content (expressed as a percentage of the oven-dry mass of fuel). The compounds in brackets [ ] are present, but do not participate in the reaction. The mass of water vapor produced from combustion is approximated through stoichiometry to be

\[ m_{H_2O, combustion} = 0.55 \times m_{C_6H_9O_4} \quad (29) \]

where \( m_{H_2O, C_6H_9O_4} \) is the mass of water produced by combustion of hydrocarbon. The water vapor contributed from vaporization of water contained in moist fuels is calculated as follows:

\[ m_{H_2O, vaporization} = \frac{fmc}{1 + fmc} \quad (30) \]

where \( m_{H_2O, vaporization} \) is the mass of water vapor contributed by vaporization. Assuming all fuel moisture evaporated, the water vapor produced from the combustion of the fuel bed can be expressed as

\[ m_{H_2O, total} = m_{H_2O, combustion} + m_{H_2O, vaporization} \quad (31) \]

where \( m_{H_2O, total} \) is the combined mass of water vapor produced from fuel bed.

3. Experimental methods

To provide data for and to evaluate specific aspects of our model, we designed three sets of experiments with hierarchically increasing complexity:

1. Thermodynamic Chamber Experiments: Mixing of cold and warm humid air masses
2. Boundary Layer Development Experiments: Air flow over smoldering fuel beds
3. Smoldering in Controlled Ambient

3.1. Thermodynamic Chamber Experiments

The superfog chamber was designed based on thermodynamic model described in Section 2 to simulate the interactions of two air masses with different temperatures and relative humidity through controlled mixing. During experiments, both the cool and warm air masses were pumped through separate ducts into the 60 cm × 60 cm × 90 cm superfog chamber for mixing (Fig. 3). The chamber was constructed of transparent acrylic material for visualization. Inlet aluminum ducts were 15.3 cm inner diameter with variable speed duct fans to force air masses into the chamber at the desired flow rates. The outlet duct was 20.3 cm in diameter. The cold air duct was cooled by liquid nitrogen forced through three 1.3 cm diameter copper coil heat exchangers. An electronic heater was used in the heated air duct. Two additional inlets were added to the heated duct for injection of water vapor from a humidifier and smoke particles (CCNs) from burning wooden sticks, leaves or paper. Omega Digital vane probe anemometers and Campbell Scientific HMP45C \[ 1 \] temperature and relative humidity sensors were placed at each of the two inlet ducts and on the chamber exhaust. Temperature and relative humidity data were collected at 1 Hz and stored on a Campbell Scientific CR3000 data logger. As discussed in Section 2, the liquid water content and the visibility depend on both the number concentration and the size distribution of droplets. A TSI [35] Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) was used to measure the size distribution and number concentration of droplets formed through condensation in our test chamber.

3.2. Boundary Layer Development Experiments

A second set of experiments was conducted in a wind tunnel to validate the numerical 2D boundary layer model introduced in Section 2. The wind tunnel is located at the U.S. Forest Service PSW Research Station in Riverside, CA was originally designed to examine flame spread from a surface fuel into an elevated crown fuel \[ 36,37 \]. The tunnel was modified to control temperature and humidity by adding refrigeration and water vapor production units \[ 38 \]. In these experiments, we focused on the temperature profiles measured by thermocouples and video footage of smoke. Fig. 4(a) shows a simple schematic of our setup in the wind tunnel for the boundary layer experiments. The fuel beds composed of longleaf pine needles (Pinus palustris Mill.) were spread out evenly over the floor of the wind tunnel to a depth of 10–13 cm resulting in a fuel loading of 0.8 kg m \(^{-2}\). Ten type K bare wire thermocouples located along the center line of the fuel bed immediately above the fuel bed from 76 to 265 cm every 21 cm downstream and four thermocouples deployed vertically, 33, 52, 68, and 89 cm above the fuel bed at 181 cm downstream measured the horizontal and vertical temperature distribution (Fig. 4(b)). The exact location of thermocouples is tabulated in Table 1.

3.3. Smoldering in controlled ambient conditions

The third set of experiments consisted of burning baskets of longleaf pine needles under controlled ambient temperature, relative humidity and wind conditions. Visibility (V) was determined by measuring laser light transmission through the smoke \[ 39 \]. As in Achtemeier \[ 8 \], a Campbell Scientific HMP45C probe measured temperature and relative humidity. In the burning baskets sensible heat flux (Q_H) in the smoke was estimated with a Campbell Scientific CSAT3 sonic anemometer which measured temperature and vertical velocity fluctuations. Vertical total and radiative heat fluxes were measured with a Hukseflux RC01 sensor.

The goal of this experiment was to recreate conditions from known superfog events. Twenty-three possible parameter combinations relevant to documented superfog events were examined. Ambient temperature and relative humidity ranged from −1.1–15.6 °C and 60–95%, respectively. Table 2 summarizes different scenarios for smoldering in controlled ambient experiments. Highlighted combinations of temperature and humidity indicate conditions from actual superfog occurrences; blue highlights the 2008 I-4 Polk County event and yellow highlights conditions during the 2012 I-75 Gainesville event.

4. Results

First, we present theoretical model study based on equations

\[ 1 \] The use of trade or firm names in this paper is for reader information and does not constitute endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture of any product or service.
presented in Section 2. This model study enabled us to delineate parameter ranges of interest for possible visibility reductions to the superfog level. Next, we present experimental results from all three setups (Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4). Application of the analysis to documented superfog events is found in Section 4.5.

4.1. Theoretical modeling

Achtemeier [7] measured temperature and relative humidity of residual smoldering combustion from prescribed fires and of ambient conditions. From these data, we estimated the final temperatures, mixing ratios, and liquid water contents when equal masses of smoke and ambient air are mixed (Table 3). Based on these calculations from field data, estimated maximum available liquid water content \( C_{H_2O} \) was around 2 g m\(^{-3}\) which provides a limit on equations (1)–(11) by limiting the size distributions and number concentrations. With the known available liquid water content and desired visibility for superfog, a sensitivity study of the relationships between equations (1)–(11) was conducted. The effects of changing the geometric mean \( r_g \) and geometric standard deviation \( \sigma_g \) of the lognormal distribution of the droplet aerosols were investigated. Droplet size distributions with geometric mean radius between 1.0 and 10 \( \mu \)m and geometric standard deviations of \( \sigma_g = 1.3, 1.5 \) and \( 1.7 \) were used. Fig. 5(a) illustrates the relation between the liquid water content and the geometric mean radius for three iso-visibilities. In Fig. 5(a) and (b) the geometric standard deviation used was 1.8. Note that higher water content resulted in decreased visibility at a fixed particle size. For superfog visibility (3 m) Achtemeier [7] and known available liquid water content (2 g m\(^{-3}\)) the calculated geometric mean radius was \( \leq 1 \mu \)m.

The modeled relationship between number density of droplet aerosols and mean geometric radius was also investigated (Fig. 5(b)) for...
different visibilities. For the same droplet distribution with a geometric radius of 1 μm or less, the number density of particles for the fog should be of the order of $10^5$ #cm$^{-3}$ or greater. For superfog visibility (3 m), the influence of geometric standard deviation on required liquid water content and number density was investigated. As the variability in the distribution increased, higher liquid water was required in order to achieve superfog visibility at a given mean diameter. The liquid water content required for superfog was most sensitive to particle size when the standard deviation was lowest. For a particular visibility, any increase to either the mean geometric size or geometric standard deviation lead to increases in liquid water content needed (Fig. 5(c)). For of air masses including the temperature, relative humidity, water content, droplet concentration, and visibility for each experiment. The experiments compared two cases of mixing warm and cool air masses. In the first case a warm air mass of 32.2 °C and 96.1% relative humidity mixed with a cooler air mass of 8.1 °C and 99.1% relative humidity. In the second case a warm air mass of 27.0 °C and 61.8% humidity was combined with a cooler air mass of 11.1 °C and 98.1% humidity. Five repetitions were made for each experimental setting.

The chamber study indicated that it was possible to generate low visibility fog without the presence of smoldering combustion. The initial set of experiments consisted of taking pictures of fog formation events within the chamber using a digital camera under various inlet conditions. Fig. 6(a) provides a base visibility and depth of vision prior to the fog formation experiment. An image taken during a fog formation experiment is given in Fig. 6(b). It is evident in this photograph that the background cabinets and labeling are no longer visible. The chair which is 120 cm away from the chamber can barely be seen. The top, warm air, duct is barely visible although it is only 45 cm from the front side of the chamber.

This type of simple visualization provided a reliable qualitative measure of fog formation based on the decrease of visibility, but quantitative results were needed for model validation. Based on the relationships between droplet size distribution and number concentrations from Section 2 we developed a method to approximate the visibility distance that required a particle size distribution within the chamber as an input. We measured the droplet size distribution and number concentration of fog formed within the mixing chamber with a TSI Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) (Fig. 7). The averaged number of droplets, over five repetitions, are $n_{total} = 18807$ and

**Table 3**

Calculation of liquid water content ($C_{L,W}$) by the thermodynamic model using field data from Achtemeier [7].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{smoke}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$w_{smoke}$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$T_{ambient}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$w_{ambient}$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$T_{final}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$w_1$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$w_2$ (g kg$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$C_{L,W}$ (g m$^{-3}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>47.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>32.6</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>46.7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>93.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>134.3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature, humidity, and flow conditioners</th>
<th>Smoke conditions</th>
<th>Temperature, humidity, PM, and visibility sensors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flow Direction</td>
<td>Thermocouples</td>
<td>Fuel bed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (a) Schematic of wind tunnel arrangement for boundary layer experiments. (b) Photograph taken during a boundary layer experiment from the side of wind tunnel shows the smoldering fuel bed and thermocouple locations circled in red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

**Table 2**

Summary of smoldering in controlled ambient experiments. Experiments are named as ‘E’ followed by the experiment number. Highlighted combinations of temperature and humidity indicate conditions from the actual Superfog occurrences. Blue highlighted cells represent conditions during the I-4 disaster in 2008. Yellow highlighted areas represent conditions during the Gainesville incident in 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermocouple number</th>
<th>Downwind position (cm)</th>
<th>Vertical position (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75 97 119 139 163 181</td>
<td>13 13 13 13 13 13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

List different characteristics.
ntotal = 17256 for case 1 and case 2, respectively. The mode of the measured distribution is in the range between 1 and 2 μm (Fig. 7). The experiments resemble a lognormal distribution with mean radius of 1.5 μm, and standard deviations of σ = 1.4 and 1.6. The larger droplets can greatly reduce visibility but greatly increase liquid water content needed.

Relative humidity of both mixtures exceeded 100% indicating fog formation (Table 4). In the both cases, the liquid water content reached and exceeded 2.0 g m⁻³ and the calculated visibility V was close to superfog levels. Larger droplets can also greatly reduce visibility, but the required liquid water content increases dramatically.

### 4.3. Boundary layer results

This section analyzes the results of the boundary layer development experiment described in Section 3.2. The sensible heat flux \( Q_H \), produced by smoldering ranged from an initial maximum of 3.5 to a minimum of 1 kW m⁻² before smoldering combustion ceased (Table 5). For the 400 g of pine needles, water vapor production was estimated using eqs. (29)–(31). The pine needles were soaked in water up to 5 min

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Warm T (°C)</th>
<th>RH%</th>
<th>Cold T (°C)</th>
<th>RH%</th>
<th>Mixture T (°C)</th>
<th>RH%</th>
<th>( C_{H_2O} ) (g m⁻³)</th>
<th>( n_{total} ) (# cm⁻³)</th>
<th>V (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>49000</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4

Characteristics of air masses mixed in chamber experiment to produce fog.

Fig. 5. Modeled relationships between liquid water content \( C_{H_2O} \), geometric mean radius \( r_\bar{g} \), geometric standard deviation \( \sigma_g \) and visibility V.

Fig. 6. Example of visibility reduction due to mixing of hot and cold moist air masses without presence of smoke.
before ignition to achieve these high levels of moisture content for dead fuels \cite{40}. This fuel mass could produce 220–310 g of water vapor for moisture content. The needles typically smoldered for 30 min resulting in an estimated water vapor flux of 1.6–2.4 g m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\).

It was difficult to replicate superfog formation conditions in the wind tunnel with the spread fuel bed configuration used in the boundary layer growth experiment because the availability of oxygen caused most of combustion to occur in the flaming phase leaving little for the smoldering phase. For this reason, to compare the model results with the experiments we focused on the fog conditions corresponding to liquid water content of 0.1 g kg\(^{-1}\). This liquid water content corresponds to a visible formation of smoke but not as visually impeding as superfog that must have at least 2.0 g kg\(^{-1}\) of liquid water content. However, this value was good enough to validate the model. Table 6 summarizes the experimental parameters that were used as model inputs for validation.

### 4.4. Smoldering in controlled ambient conditions

This section provides the results of smoldering from the controlled ambient experiment (section 3.3, Table 2). Climate conditions corresponding to I-4 and I-75 events are indicated in Table 2. The measured values for smoke humidity, temperature, and visibility are provided in Tables 7–9, respectively. Downwind temperature sensors indicated that smoke temperature was consistently 3–8 °C higher than ambient conditions throughout the experiments. Although we were not able to cover all documented ranges, it was possible to create low visibility conditions in the wind tunnel under a range of ambient temperature and relative humidity. As Fig. 9 shows, increasing fuel moisture content \(M\) caused a dramatic difference in the fog thickness under constant temperature and humidity. While \(M\) ranged from 7 to over 40% in the experiments, superfog visibilities were generally associated with \(M\) of 30–50%.

### 4.5. Analysis of documented I-4 and I-75 superfog events

After obtaining key inputs from smoke measurements and validating the boundary layer growth model, the model was deployed to
predict the occurrence of superfog for the I-4 event and the I-75 events. A summary of the model input values used for the boundary layer model is presented in Table 10. The model predicted the boundary layer depth as a function of downwind distance from the smoke source. The simulation results are presented in Fig. 10(a) and (b) for I-4 and I-75 events, respectively. The green dash dot curve represents a smoothed polynomial regression smoke source. A statistical prediction that superfog formed at a depth of 1 m within 30 m of the smoke source was obtained based on the published data. The boundary layer depth, h, is the boundary layer depth, x is the distance along the smoldering bed and c is a constant. The best fit to I-4 and I-75 data yielded $c = 0.175$ and $c = 0.2$, respectively.

5. Summary

Thermodynamic equilibrium modeling has allowed us to estimate fog formation or the lack of fog formation through mixing of air masses with different temperature and moisture contents. A potential limit for the liquid water content $C_{\text{H}_2\text{O}}$ values (2 g m$^{-3}$) available from smoldering smoke to produce superfog was obtained based on the published experimental data by Achtemeier [7]. A theoretical sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the relationships between liquid water content, droplet size distribution and visibility. If the available liquid water content is limited to 2 g m$^{-3}$, then droplets need to have a radius of 1 μm or smaller to reduce visibility to superfog levels. Droplet distributions with geometric standard deviations greater than 1.3 lead to the inclusion of large droplets. These larger droplets have lower extinction efficiency and require more liquid water. Droplet concentrations of around $10^5$ # cm$^{-3}$ are required to form superfog which is typically exceeded in biomass burns.

To explore the influence of turbulent mixing, advection and surface fluxes a two-dimensional boundary-layer model that includes thermodynamic processes to model condensation of water vapor to form fog was formulated. Experiments were conducted to measure key parameters associated with smoldering smokes. Controlled superfog experiments showed the ability to form superfog in the wind tunnel under various temperature, humidity and fuel moisture content combinations. Superfog in these experiments have appeared when ambient temperatures are less than 4 °C, the humidity is over 80%, and fuel moisture content values are 40% or greater. It has been shown through experiments that the fuel moisture content plays a crucial role in the quality of superfog produced. The high fuel moisture content allows more water vapor to be included into the smoke through vaporization. Boundary-layer growth predictions from the 2D physics-based model were verified with experiments. The model was able to predict conditions matching historic superfog events on the I-4 in 2008 and the I-75 in 2012.
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Table 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RH %</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RH %</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>−1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9. (a) Light smoke formed under ambient temperature of 5 °C, 76% relative humidity, and 7% fuel moisture content. (b) Superfog formed under ambient temperature of 6 °C, 88% relative humidity, and 40% fuel moisture content.
Table 10
Model Inputs for documented I-4 and I-75 superfog incidents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ν°</td>
<td>Vapor flux</td>
<td>1.6 × 10⁻² m⁻¹ s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q°</td>
<td>Heat flux</td>
<td>1.0 kW m⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w°</td>
<td>Friction velocity</td>
<td>0.1 m s⁻²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Obukhov length</td>
<td>100 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z₀</td>
<td>Roughness height</td>
<td>0.01 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tₑ</td>
<td>Surface air temperature</td>
<td>1.66 °C (I–75 Gainesville 2012) 10 °C (I–4 Polk County 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zₑ / L</td>
<td>Vertical temperature gradient</td>
<td>3 °C km⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHₑ</td>
<td>Ambient relative humidity</td>
<td>90% (I–75) 85% (I–4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Boundary-layer model prediction of growth of superfog using weather conditions surrounding the (a) I-4 event in 2008 and the (b) I-75 event in 2012. Superfog is defined to be anywhere where liquid water content is greater than 2.0 g m⁻². Over the course of 30 m, superfog grows to a height of 1 m.
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